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Centrifuges used to enrich uranium utilize an electric motor to spin the rotors to high

speeds. The current flowing in these motors emits electromagnetic radiation. This article

presents a model that estimates the strength of the radiation as a function of distance

from the centrifuge plant. It discusses the dependence of the radiative power on the size

of the plant, the noise sources at the frequencies at which the motors operate, and means

of detecting the signal from a centrifuge enrichment facility. According to the findings,

a plant running 1,000 P-2 type centrifuges emits electromagnetic radiation that should

be detectable in a 0.5–3 kilometer range in the absence of shielding.

INTRODUCTION

Centrifuge technology is fast becoming the method of choice for uranium en-

richment globally. The main advantage of this technology is that it requires

much less energy than the gas diffusion process.1 In addition it is a very mod-

ular design and hence the capacity can be built incrementally. Although the

diffusion process is technically simpler to implement, this hurdle for the cen-

trifuges is fast becoming obsolete with advances in computer modeling and

materials. Because of these advantages and almost zero particle emissions, it

has also become the favorite technology for clandestine enrichment facilities.

Iran’s enrichment facility at Natanz is an example, shown in Figure 1.2
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Figure 1: Iran’s enrichment facility at Natanz, which reportedly has 164 centrifuges in
operation.

The separation performance of the gas centrifuge depends on its physical

characteristics given by the length (L), radius (r), and the angular velocity (ω).

The separative capacity scales as (ωr)2L.3 It also depends on the flow rates of

the feed and extraction gases and on the strength of the countercurrent flow.

Depending on the design, the output of a centrifuge measured in separative

work unit per year (SWU/yr) can vary significantly. The basic parameters of

centrifuges commonly in use are given in Table 1.3

In an enrichment plant, many centrifuges are cascaded together to give

the required enrichment and output. For example a cascade based on Urenco’s

TC-12 design would require at least 2750 centrifuges to enrich fuel for a 1 GWe

reactor, which needs about 110,000 SWUs/yr.4

If a country wanted to build a small facility with Pakistan’s P-2 centrifuges

to produce 25 kg of 90% enriched uranium annually, it would require about

Table 1: Basic parameters for contemporary centrifuges.

Type P-1 P-2 Russia Urenco (TC-12) U.S.

Rotor material Al MS CFRC CFRC CFRC
Circumferential speed (m/s) 350 500 700 700 700
Length (m) 1–2 1 <1 3–4 12
SWU/yr 1–3 5 10 40 300
MS: Maraging Steel, CFRC: Carbon-fiber Resin Composite.
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1,000 units.5 This plant would consume about 200 kW of power3 and would

have an area of approximately 500 square meters.6 These numbers make it

very hard to detect a plant from satellite imagery. For centrifuge plants, the

1-m resolution satellite images do show details, for instance the 1-m images of

Pakistan’s Kahuta plant show the production areas in the north and south of

the facility perimeter from which the scale of enrichment can be estimated.7

However, this still means that other information to identify the rough location

of a clandestine centrifuge plant is required. This was clear in the case of Iran’s

Natanz facility where the location had to be identified by the opposition group,

which revealed Iran’s nuclear program.8

Wide-area environmental sampling is believed to be a potential solution

for detecting secret enrichment facilities although it certainly has its limita-

tions. Wide-area environmental sampling means the collection of environmen-

tal samples (e.g., air, water, vegetation, soil, smears of dust collected from hard

surfaces) at a set of locations specified by the IAEA for the purpose of assisting

the association to draw conclusions about the absence of undeclared nuclear

material or nuclear activities over a wide area.9

Wide-area atmospheric monitoring techniques are much harder to employ

for the detection of centrifuge plants as the emissions are very small. Any

leaks in the pipes are inward because the pressure in the flow pipes and the

centrifuges is below atmosphere. Moreover wide-area environmental sampling

can be very costly and has to be implemented carefully as the cost of the method

can rise dramatically with the area covered.10 Hence most schemes that are

proposed employ a selected area to be covered in a particular region. This could

result in potential “holes” in the region claimed to be covered by wide area

atmospheric sampling.

The problems and limitations of both these detection methods show that

there is a need to further explore ways to detect clandestine facilities. The rest of

the article explores the possibility of detecting centrifuge plants through their

electromagnetic signature radiated in the atmosphere.

DETECTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION GENERATED
BY CENTRIFUGES IN THE ATMOSPHERE

Centrifuges run at very high speeds to separate the isotopes of uranium as

noted in Table 1. The centrifuge rotor spins at these high speeds with the help

of an electrical motor. An AC electric motor11 carries an alternating current

in its wires that radiates electromagnetic waves. The strength of the electro-

magnetic radiation will vary as a function of the distance from the plant and

depending on the number of centrifuges there will be a maximum distance at

which these waves will be detectable. The detection distance will also depend

on the electromagnetic noise level at the particular site.
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Motors
Electromagnetic motors are based on the fundamental principle that there

is a mechanical force on any wire when it is conducting electricity while con-

tained within a magnetic field. The force is described by the Lorentz force law

and is perpendicular to both the wire and the magnetic field. In a rotary motor,

the rotating part (usually on the inside) is called the rotor, and the stationary

part is called the stator. The rotor rotates because the wires and magnetic field

are arranged so that a torque is developed about the rotor’s axis.

In an AC motor, the stator windings are supplied an alternating current

in such a way that the magnetic field developed around the stator opposes the

permanent magnetic field from the rotor. This makes the rotor move and it

rotates to align its north pole to the south pole of the electromagnet wound on

the stator. As the current changes direction in the stator, the polarity of the

electromagnet switches and hence the rotor keeps spinning. Each winding on

the stator is called a pole and there are a minimum of two poles in a motor.

An AC motor can work more efficiently if a polyphase current is supplied

to the stator coils. The stator coils displaced physically in space and excited

by alternating currents that are displaced in time, generate a revolving mag-

netic field and the rotor magnet then “follows” this rotating magnetic field.12

In addition, more than two poles are generally employed per current phase.

There are two fundamental types of AC motors: (1) synchronous motors

(Figure 2), which rotate at exactly the supply frequency or submultiple of the

supply frequency and (2) the induction motor, which runs at a speed slightly

less than the supply frequency or a submultiple of it.

Figure 2: Schematic of a 3-phase (φ1, φ2, φ3) synchronous AC motor. The stator windings
show 2 pairs of poles for each phase. The radius of the stator coil windings is “b.” The rotor
in the middle is made from a permanent magnet.
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The speed of the motor is given by,

Speed(Hz) = 2 × f
p

(1)

where f is the frequency of the AC supply and p is the number of poles of the

motor per phase. For the motor shown in Figure 2, p = 4.

Model to Estimate the Electromagnetic Radiation Emitted
by a Motor
The windings of the motor can be modeled as a loop of wire carrying an

AC current. The effect of each winding section is independent of the other, and

hence the total radiative power can be approximated by multiplying the effect

of a single loop with the total number of windings N. For the model, consider a

uniform harmonic current i(t) = Icos(ωt) around the circumference of the loop

of radius b. This is an elemental magnetic dipole (Figure 3) with a vector phasor

magnetic moment,

m = azIπb2 = azm (A.m2). (2)

One is interested in estimating the electromagnetic power radiated at a

distance R from the center due to the dipole.13 The general expressions for the

electric and magnetic fields are fairly complicated and hence it is instructive to

look at their behavior in the near and far field. These two regions of the fields

are defined relative to the wavelength (λ) of the EM wave, which in turn is

determined by the frequency of the current. As will be discussed in the later

sections, the frequency of the centrifuge motors is in the kHz range, which

gives the wavelength in hundreds of kilometers. Hence the near field defined

Figure 3: Elemental magnetic dipole. This article is interested in estimating the
electromagnetic power radiated at distance R from the center due to the dipole.
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by R � Rc = λ/2π is the applicable region for the present purposes and the

fields strengths are then given by14

Eφ = jωμ0m
4π R2

sinθ (3)

where j = √−1.

HR = m
4π R3

2cosθ (4)

Hθ = m
4π R3

sinθ (5)

Electric field antennas are optimally of the same order as the wavelength of

the emitted wave. For such low frequency waves electric fields would therefore

be harder to detect. Magneto-meters on the other hand are much smaller and

therefore more portable. Hence, concentrate on the detection of magnetic field,

in particular the radial component in the near field region.

It should be noted that, in the case of an AC motor, the magnetic field from

the moving rotor and the changing magnetic field of the stator produce a back

emf in the stator. The current induced in the stator due to this back emf is in

the opposite direction to I in Equation 2. Hence for the motor I is an effective

current flowing through the windings. It can be determined from measuring

the current flowing through the motor or estimated from the power rating of

the motor if the voltage supplied to the motor is known.

Testing the Model
In order to test the model, it was applied to a small two-pole AC motor

running from the main 60 Hz power supply. The AC motor is a Radio Shack

computer fan motor with a current consumption of 0.13 amp and a coil radius

of ∼2 cm, which gives m = 1.6 × 10−4 amp−m2. For a 60 Hz electromagnetic

wave, the wavelength is 5000 km and Rc = λ/2π = 796 km. Hence all the mea-

surements shown later for this motor are in the near field range and Equations

3, 4 and 5 apply. These equations have to be multiplied by the number of turns,

N for the motor.

The results of the measurements are shown in Table 2.15 The measured

results depend on the direction of the measurement, θ . The maximum of the field

is in the axial direction where θ = 0 and HR = m/2π R3. The measured values

shown in column two are in this direction and were taken between 2 cm and

28 cm from the motor. If the results are plotted on a log-log scale (Figure 4), the

slope at larger distances gives the exponential dependence on the distance R. As

the data shows the value 2.9 from the measured data is in excellent agreement

with the modeled value of 3. From the fit of the data is found N = 600. By

taking the motor apart, the author counted approximately 550 to 650 turns. The

calculated numbers for large distances are shown in column three of Table 2.
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Table 2: Measurements and calculations for a small AC motor.

Distance Measured B-field Calculated B-field
(cm) (×10−7 Tesla (T)) (×10−7T)

2 1200 —
4 660 —
6 350 —
8 200 —
10 130 —
12 85 —
14 59 59
16 42 40
18 30 28
20 22 21
22 17 16
24 13 12
26 10 10
28 8 8

The data for the motor shows that this very simple model is in quantitative

agreement with the measured data.

Applying the Model to a Centrifuge Motor
The centrifuges considered in this article are comparable to the Pakistan

owned P-2 designs that operate at 500 m/s tangential velocity (Table 1). They

have a capacity of 5 SWU/year and a power requirement of 200 watts each.3 As

Figure 4: Log-log plot of the magnetic field of the AC motor. The linear fit of the data at
large distances (red line) gives an exponential R dependence of 2.9, in excellent
agreement with the model.
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noted earlier, for producing 25 kg of 90% enriched uranium one would require

1,000 P-2 centrifuges.

The P-2 design is based on the Urenco G-2 model.16 The outer radius of the

G-2 rotor is approximately 7.4 cm,17 which for the assumed tangential velocity

of 500 m/s translates to a rotational frequency of about 1 kHz.18 Assume a three

phase,11 8-pole per phase19 AC motor with the rotor spinning at this speed. For

this speed, the frequency of the supply voltage will be 4 kHz (Equation 1). Rc ∼
12 km in this case and hence any distance up to 4 km would be considered in the

near range. A 200-Watt motor at 200 V RMS utilizes a peak current of 1.4 amps

and this corresponds to an average of about 0.5 amps per phase. Assume a 1,000

turn,20 (2 × 5) cm2 coil winding area,21 which gives m = 0.5 × 10−3 amps−m2

(Equation 2) for a pair of poles per phase. Because the study is assuming 4 pairs

of poles per phase and a 3-phase supply, adding the magnetic field vectorially

gives an effective m = 4 × 0.5 × 10−3 = 2 × 10−3 amps−m2.22

The casing of the motor depends on the specific design. The article gives,

calculations for a motor not enclosed in a casing, along with numbers for a 10

mm and 50 mm aluminum casing.23 With the motor fully enclosed in a metal

casing as shown in Figure 1, the skin depth, δ of the magnetic field needs to be

taken into account. δ is defined as the distance through which the amplitude

of the wave decreases by a factor of ∼0.37 and is given by 1/
√

π f μσ . σ is the

conductivity of the metal. For an aluminum casing, δ ∼ 1.25 mm at 4 kHz.

Table 3 shows the figures for an enrichment plant containing 1,000 cen-

trifuges. If one assumes a random distribution of the phase of each motor, then

there is a square root dependence of the number of motors on the total field

strength. Hence for a 10,000 centrifuge plant, the numbers in Table 3 will be

scaled by 3.2.

If the aluminum casing is indeed around 50 mm then it would be impossible

to detect any radiation signal even at 10 meters from the plant. Even with a

much thinner aluminum casing of the order of 10 mm, the signal strength will

be hardly detectable beyond a few hundred meters as will be shown in the next

section.

Another factor to consider is an underground plant. Wet soil has a conduc-

tivity (σ ) of 0.1 siemens/m24 and with a volumetric water content of about 0.3,

Table 3: Estimate of the magnetic field strength of an enrichment plant
containing 1,000 centrifuges as a function of distance and shielding.

B-field (T)

Distance (m) No casing 10 mm Al casing 50 mm Al casing

10 0.12 ×10−7 4 ×10−12 8 ×10−26

100 12 ×10−12 4 ×10−15 8 ×10−37

2,000 16 ×10−16 4 ×10−19 8 ×10−33
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the dielectric permittivity (εr) is 10.25 At 4 kHz this would make the wet soil

a good conductor26 and δ = 36 m. Therefore unless the plant is buried 30–40

meters underground, it is not going to have a significant effect on the strength

of the magnetic field in Table 3. The conductivities of dry soil and concrete are

lower than the wet soil and hence the effect on the signal strength will be even

lower.

Noise Level and Detection Methods
The actual noise level at a certain location will vary greatly with the elec-

tromagnetic noise sources. These include industrial plants, radio transmitter

stations and proximity to urban areas in general. However, most of the noise at

low frequencies is generated by natural causes like lightning.27 Hence, do an

analysis of the signal to noise ratio by only taking natural sources into account.

The most significant source of noise at the ELF and VLF range is that gen-

erated by lightning discharges. Lightning discharge is an electrical breakdown

current that may flow from the cloud to ground or within thunderclouds. The

discharge currents generate transient radio pulses termed “atmospherics” or

“sferics” typically lasting 1–10 ms (see Figure 5). It has been estimated that

about 2,000 thunderstorms are in progress around the world at any time.28

Noise power of sferics has been measured at various places around the

world. The data is collected away from power lines and industrial noise sources

to ensure that the signal measured is from lightning. In order to use concrete

numbers for the article, the author took two particular measurements recorded

at Colorado and California. A summary of the noise spectral density of the

Figure 5: Typical atmospheric waveforms. Traces 1–5 were recorded with a 10 ms
timebase. Traces 6–10 were recorded with a timebase of slightly longer than 1 ms.
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Figure 6: Noise spectral density in the frequency range 1–100 kHz measured in different
regions and at different times of the year.

earth-ionosphere waveguide at these two locations is presented in Figure 6.29

As the figure shows the noise density depends on many factors including seasons

and time of day in addition to the location.

Based on Figure 6 the noise level averaged over 3 months in the Colorado re-

gion is −40 dB (dB in this graph is defined as 20log(x)) with respect to 1 pT/
√

Hz
at 4 kHz. This translates to a noise level of 10 f T/

√
Hz. On the other hand,

in California during the summer, the noise level is −60 dB with respect to

1 pT/
√

Hz at 4 kHz. This corresponds to 1 f T/
√

Hz. A receiving filter with a Q

factor of 100 will have a bandwidth of 40 Hz at 4 kHz.30 This would translate

into a total noise of 6.5 fT in California to about 65 fT in Colorado.

Various characteristics of the atmospheric noise can now be employed to de-

sign filters to reduce its power. From Figure 5, it is clear that a simple clipping

filter would reduce the noise from nearby thunderstorms.31 The peak in the be-

ginning of the noise data can be attenuated with a clipping circuit and analysis

shows that this would reduce the noise by a factor of 10.32 Hence the noise level

would be 0.65 fT to 6.5 fT and with a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 2, one would

be able to detect a signal of about 1.3 fT to 13 fT. Table 4 shows the distance at

which a centrifuge plant of a particular size will produce a field in this range.

As can be seen in Table 4, the detection distance is only about 0.5–3 km

if the motor is not shielded. If the motor is enclosed in the aluminum casing,

which is 10 nm thick or more, the detection distance is within a few hundred

meters from the plant.

There are a number of ways that can be employed to increase the SNR

for a particular detection scheme. Because the characteristics of the sferics
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Table 4: Estimate of the detection distance for centrifuge plants of various sizes
and for magnetic noise levels in the range 6.5 fT to 65 fT. The first number in each
entry corresponds to the lower noise level. For 50 mm Al casing and in the
presence of only the lowest noise level the detection distance is less than 10 m.

Detection distance

Centrifuges No casing 10 mm Al casing 50 mm Al casing

100 1.4 km; 650 m 100 m; 40 m <10 m
1000 2.1 km; 1 km 150 m; 70 m <10 m
10,000 3.1 km; 1.4 km 220 m; 100 m <10 m

do not change over long distances, the noise levels can be characterized very

well for a specific region and hourly/seasonal variations. With this information

at hand a filter can be designed to match the noise characteristics rather than

using a general purpose clipper circuit. In addition, data can be collected over

an arbitrarily long time and with statistical techniques, the noise levels can be

reduced even further.

CONCLUSION

The simple model presented here shows that any long range detection of cen-

trifuge plants through their electromagnetic signature in the atmosphere is not

possible. However, within 0.5–3 kilometer range of the plant, this might be a

viable technique if there is no aluminum casing present around the motor. If the

motor is encased in aluminum that is more than 10 mm thick, the detectablity

of a clandestine plant is reduced to within a few hundred meters.

Some assumptions pertaining to the design of the motors and their us-

age have been made in this work; for example, the power consumption and

the size of the motors. These parameters have been deduced from the liter-

ature available and may need to be adjusted based on better information.

However the overall conclusion of the article should not change because the

two most important factors in determining the signal strength are the cubic

dependence of attenuation on distance and the skin depth of the aluminum

casing. With these two factors, even if the size and power of the motor are

doubled, and the noise reduced by 10×, the detection distance will only be

∼1 km for motors enclosed in a 10 mm aluminum casing at a plant running

1,000 centrifuges.

A similar analysis can be done for the electric field detection of the signal

by determining the signal strength from Equation 3 and comparing it to the

noise levels in Figure 6. In California, the electric field noise levels are −10 dB

with respect to 1 μV/m/
√

Hz, which translates to an absolute level of 2 μV/m

for a bandwidth of 40 Hz. As in the case of the magnetic field detection setup,

assuming a 10 dB gain from filtering and SNR of 2, one needs 0.4 μV/m of
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Table 5: Estimate of the detection distance for centrifuge plants of various sizes
and for electric noise levels in the range 2 μV/m to 20 μV/m. The first number in
each entry corresponds to the lower noise level.

Number of centrifuges Detection distance (No casing)

100 350 m; 110 m
1000 600 m; 200 m
10,000 1100 m; 340 m

signal from the centrifuge plant. Similarly, for the noise levels in Colorado, the

signal strength of the electric field will have to be 4 μV/m. From Equation 3 the

electric field strength in the near region is estimated. Table 5 summarizes the

results for the detection of electric field for different plant sizes at two different

noise levels with no shielding of the motor. Comparing it to Table 4, it is evident

that even with a very long antenna, the distances at which the electric field can

be detected reliably is smaller than for the magnetic field.

Another possibility is to try to detect noise signals in the power lines. Cen-

trifuge plants use frequency converters to run the AC motors at high speeds,

and these circuits do generate noise that may be coupled to the power lines. A

description of a simple experiment in this regard and its results are discussed

in the Appendix for a single 1 Hp frequency converter attached to a 400 Hz, 7/8

HP motor. In this experiment the author did not observe any signature on the

power line that would give an indication of a frequency converter and a motor

running at 400 Hz.
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APPENDIX

Centrifuge plants running with an AC motor require a frequency converter.

The frequency converter converts the supply voltage frequency (50–60 Hz) into

the appropriate frequency required for the centrifuges. Solid-state converters

in common use these days first convert the input AC signal into DC and then

use an appropriate chain of inverter circuits connected in a loop to produce the

required output frequency. Because “cross-talk” between the input and output of

any circuit is unavoidable, the output of the frequency converter could couple

into the main power supply and hence show an increased noise level at the

particular output frequency.

In order to see if this increase in noise level is indeed present in the main

power lines, the author performed a simple experiment. A 3-phase variable

frequency drive33 (VFD) with a 3-phase output capacity of 1 HP, and a frequency

range of 0–400 Hz was used. The output of the VFD was connected to a 3-phase

400 Hz motor with a capacity of 7/8 HP. The VFD was run from a 208 V 3-

phase main line. An oscilloscope was attached to the same 3-phase main line

approximately 2 feet away.

The signal on the main line was first measured with the VFD and the

motor switched off.34 Figure 7 shows Fourier transform spectra of the acquired

sinusoid signal at 60 Hz.

Next the VFD was switched on, and the motor was run at 400 Hz. The

Fourier transform spectra of the signal measured on the power line approxi-

mately 2 feet away is shown in Figure 8. By comparing the Fourier spectra in

Figure 7: (a) Fourier transform spectra of the 3-phase 208 V, 60 Hz main line signal with the
VFD and motor switched off. (b) Zoomed in version of (a) to show noise at different
frequencies.
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Figure 8: (a) Fourier transform spectra of the 3-phase 208 V, 60 Hz main line signal with the
VFD and motor running at 400 Hz. (b) Zoomed in version of (a) to show noise at different
frequencies.

the two figures it can be seen that there is no obvious increase in the signal at

400 Hz. However, across all frequencies an increase is seen in noise when the

VFD and the motor are running. One way to quantify this is to take the sum of

the power in 50 Hz intervals between 200 and 400 Hz. Then for each interval

if one takes the ratio between the sums when the motor is running to when the

motor and the VFD are switched off, one should get a number higher than 1.

This is indeed the case as seen in Figure 9. As an example, the black point at

300 Hz is obtained by summing the noise power between 250 to 300 Hz when

Figure 9: Ratio of noise power summed up in 50 Hz intervals. See text for details.
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the motor is running. This number is divided by the sum of the noise power

between 250 to 300 Hz when the motor and VFD are switched off. The value of

∼2 says that the noise in this frequency range is doubled when the VFD and

the motor are running. The black and the red symbols are for two different time

captures of 1 s data when the motor and the VFD is turned on.

From the graph in Figure 9 it is evident that the noise coupled from the

VFD into the main power lines is broadband and not simply at the operating

frequency of the current provided to the motor (400 Hz in this case).


